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Knight and Burt Ward as the Boy Wonder re-emerges in comic book form!
Batman Vol. 3: I Am Bane-Tom King 2017-09-05 Superstar artist David Finch (WONDER WOMAN) completes
his run on the Dark Knight in BATMAN VOL. 3: I AM BANE, the stunning new chapter in writer Tom KingÕs (THE
SHERIFF OF BABYLON) wildly acclaimed Batman saga. He is not a joke. He is not a riddle. He is not a bird or a
cat or a penguin, not a scarecrow or a plant or a puppet. He is not a fairy tale or a circus act, a broken friend or a
regretful mentor. He is no rich boy pretending to be a knight. He is Bane. The Batman invaded his home, scarred
his mind and broke his back. Now Bane has returned to Gotham City for a single purpose: break the Batman once
and for all. But first, heÕll destroy everyone the Dark Knight has ever lovedÉor loathed. The young heroes
whoÕve worn the mantle of Robin. The cops, crime-fighters and vigilantes who make up BatmanÕs army of allies.
Even the madmen and monsters that haunt the halls of Arkham Asylum. Batman will need all of their helpÑand
moreÑto fend off this unstoppable challenger. Because both Bane and Batman know one thing: only one of them
will walk away from their final confrontation unbrokenÉ Collects stories from BATMAN #16-20, 23-24 and
BATMAN ANNUAL #1.

Superman/Batman-Jeph Loeb 2016-04-05 Writer Mark Verheiden (SUPERMAN) along with artist Ethan Van
Sciver (FLASH: REBIRTH, BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT) and others take Superman and Batman on an edge-ofyour-seat adventure! When the Caped Crusader is attacked by one of his oldest and most powerful allies, the
Martian Manhunter, he seeks the aid of Superman. Soon, Batman and the Man of Steel are ambushed by offworlders both friend and foe alike. As the madness spreads and the Dark Knight finds himself in danger from his
Kryptonian friend, Batman must take desperate measures and make dangerous deals to defeat Superman and
save the human race. When the smoke clears, will both heroes survive? Will their friendship? Collects
SUPERMAN/BATMAN #27-36 and SUPERMAN/BATMAN ANNUAL #1."

Batman: Shadow of the Bat Vol. 3-Alan Grant 2018-01-16 Spinning out of BATMAN: KNIGHTFALL, Jean-Paul
Valley is a new breed of Batman. Knowing the streets of Gotham wouldn’t be safe without a Dark Knight, an
injured Bruce Wayne handed Jean-Paul his cowl. With this cowl comes the responsibility of taking care of an
entire city. This is a burden not all are fit to bear. Unlike Bruce Wayne, Jean-Paul’s brutality towards the denizens
of Gotham’s criminal underbelly knows no bounds. Dead set upon both proving himself as the new Dark Knight
and seeking revenge against Bruce Wayne’s enemies, this new Batman begins a campaign to clean up Gotham’s
streets once and for all. When an epic battle with Clayface begins, Jean-Paul is pushed to his breaking point. Will
Jean-Paul’s brutal methods work, or will he his new power drive him to madness? Writer Alan Grant (DETECTIVE
COMICS) continues his celebrated run on BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT, joined by Bret Blevins (New
Mutants), Bob Smith (CATWOMAN) and others in these stories about the men and women in the shadow…the
shadow of the bat! Collects BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #24-31, #0, and ANNUAL #2.

Batman Eternal Vol. 1-Scott Snyder 2014-12-02 A new weekly Batman series that examines the relationship
between the heroes, villains, and citizens of Gotham City! In the wake of Forever Evil, the world looks at heroes in
a different light, creating tension between Batman and his allies and the Gotham City Police Department. When a
gang war breaks out and new villains arise, it's up to the Dark Knight, Batgirl, and more to turn the tides as best
as they can„but will the GCPD be a help or a hinderance? Plus, a fan-favorite character makes her long-awaited
DC Comics„The New 52 debut. Collects BATMAN: ETERNAL issues #1-21.

Batman Eternal Vol. 3 (the New 52)-Scott Snyder 2015-12-01 The events of BATMAN ETERNAL have changed
the world of Batman for months - and the third act begins with a bang, as Gotham City's police have done the
impossible - they've beaten Batman Meanwhile the rogues of Gotham unite under a mysterious foe that even the
Riddler is terrified of. The epic finale of the critically acclaimed series roars to its conclusion that will forever
change Batman's life Collects issues #35-52.

Superman/Batman Vol. 3-Joe Kelly 2016-04-05 Writer Mark Verheiden (SUPERMAN) along with artist Ethan
Van Sciver (FLASH: REBIRTH, BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT) and others take Superman and Batman on an
edge-of-your-seat adventure! When the Caped Crusader is attacked by one of his oldest and most powerful allies,
the Martian Manhunter, he seeks the aid of Superman. Soon, Batman and the Man of Steel are ambushed by offworlders-both friend and foe alike. As the madness spreads and the Dark Knight finds himself in danger from his
Kryptonian friend, Batman must take desperate measures and make dangerous deals to defeat Superman and
save the human race. When the smoke clears, will both heroes survive? Will their friendship? Collects
SUPERMAN/BATMAN #27-36 and SUPERMAN/BATMAN ANNUAL #1.

Batman Vol. 3: Ghost Stories-James Tynion IV 2021 A new day dawns in Gotham, and the horrors of The Joker
War are just being realized. A bold new direction for Batman begins as Bruce Wayne's circumstances are forever
changed. How did The Joker's rampage affect the citizens of the city? Bruce Wayne and the city he loves have
changed dramatically following the events of The Joker War, but Batman and his mission are eternal. The
mysterious vigilante known as Ghost-Maker has known Bruce since they were teenagers, and he's made his
decision. It's time Gotham City had a new hero. Batman and Ghost-Maker go toe-to-toe to decide which of them
will remain Gotham City's hero. Yet the city is changing faster than ever after The Joker War, and with this
change comes increasing dangers. Also, in honor of Batman's first appearance in Detective Comics #27, this
collection features the biggest names in comics as they chronicle the most epic Batman adventures Gotham City
and the DC Universe have ever seen! Collects Batman #101-105, a story from Detective Comics #1027, and
Batman Annual #5.

Elseworlds: Batman Vol. 3-Doug Moench 2018-06-19 In Elseworlds, heroes are taken from their usual settings
and put into strange times and placesÑsome that have existed, or might have existed, and others that canÕt,
couldnÕt or shouldnÕt exist. The result: stories that make characters who are as familiar as yesterday seem as
fresh as tomorrow. Featuring tales of Batman and Eliot Ness taking on Al Capone, a future league of Batmen
protecting the night with an iron fist, a mysterious knight defending Camelot as an armor-clad Bat and a 19thcentury Batman entwined in an operatic tale of love, horror and obsession. Now, for the first time, BatmanÕs
Elseworlds tales are featured in a new graphic novel collection. Collects Batman: Brotherhood of the Bat, Batman:
Dark Knight of the Round Table #1-2, Batman: KnightGallery, Batman: Masque and Batman: Scar of the Bat!

Batman '66-Jeff Parker 2015-12 The highly popular Batman television series starring Adam West as the Dark
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strength. Because under his rivalÕs helmet is a familiar face, one that should strike terror even into the heart of
the Dark Knight himselfÉ Writers Peter J. Tomasi (BATMAN AND ROBIN) and Tim Seeley (GRAYSON) and an
arsenal of top artists including Viktor Bogdanovic (REALITY CHECK), Ig Guara (BLUE BEETLE), Julio Ferreira
(TEEN TITANS) and Richard Friend (BATMAN: THE DARK KNIGHT) proudly present BATMAN: ARKHAM
KNIGHT VOL. 3, the shocking finale of the official prequel to Rocksteady StudiosÕ smash-hit Arkham trilogy!
Collects BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT #9-12, BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT ANNUAL #1, BATMAN: ARKHAM
KNIGHT ROBIN #1 and BATMAN: ARKHAM KNIGHT: BATGIRL & HARLEY QUINN #1.

Batman Beyond Vol. 3: The Long Payback-Dan Jurgens 2018-08-14 Terry McGinnis has returned to NeoGotham. The mantle of the Bat is his to claim. ThereÕs just one thing standing in his way: everything. An entire
legion of the deadliest enemies this brave young Batman has ever faced awaits the returning hero, determined to
destroy him before he can ever take to the Gotham skies again. Street to street, corner to corner, building to
building: Terry will be forced to wage war for every foot of ground in order to reclaim his city and his legacy. His
incredible new Batsuit canÕt save him. His mentor, Bruce Wayne, canÕt protect him. His allies have no chance to
assist him.This is a one-man war for the soul of a city. And there can be only one winnerÉ The fight of Terry
McGinnisÕs life begins Ñ and ends? Ñ in Batman Beyond Vol. 3: The Long Payback, from the creative team of Dan
Jurgens and Bernard Chang. ItÕs a non-stop action tour-deforce for one of the most beloved heroes in the DC
Multiverse! Collecting Batman Beyond #13-19.

Batman Vol. 2: I Am Suicide-Tom King 2017-04-18 He’s the one man who broke the Bat. He rules the island
prison that once held him captive with an iron fist. He is Bane, and he has something-or someone-that Batman
needs. And Batman will risk a suicide mission to take it, or them, from him. But to infiltrate the stronghold of a
criminal genius, the Dark Knight will need to raise his own army of criminals. From the bowels of Arkham Asylum,
he’ll select an elite squad of the craziest, deadliest, most dangerous villains alive-including Catwoman, the one
woman in the world who knows him best, despite the blood on her claws. But Batman’s makeshift Suicide Squad
is every bit as unstable as the real deal. As lust, addiction, insanity and betrayal take their toll on his team, not
everyone will make it out of Bane’s fortress alive and unbroken… New York Times best-selling writer Tom King
(THE OMEGA MEN) continues his groundbreaking Dark Knight saga, joined by artists Mikel Janín (GRAYSON)
and Mitch Gerads (SHERIFF OF BABYLON). Collects BATMAN #9-15.

Batman: Earth One-Geoff Johns 2012-07-10 #1 NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Batman is not a hero. He is just a
man. Fallible, vulnerable and angry. In a Gotham City where friend and foe are indistinguishable, Bruce Wayne's
path toward becoming the Dark Knight is riddled with more obstacles than ever before. Focused on punishing his
parents’ true killers, and the corrupt police that allowed the criminals to go free, Bruce Wayne's thirst for
vengeance fuels his mad crusade and no one, not even Alfred, can stop him. In the tradition of the #1 NEW YORK
TIMES best-selling SUPERMAN: EARTH ONE, writer Geoff Johns and artist Gary Frank re-imagine a new
mythology for the Dark Knight, where the familiar is no longer the expected in this long-awaited original graphic
novel from DC Comics.

Batman - The Dark Knight-Gregg Hurwitz 2014-08-01 Batman's detective skills are put to the test as the Mad
Hatter begins kidnapping Gotham citizens for an unknown purpose, but as the Dark Knight delves deeper into this
mystery, he soon realizes that this is unlike any Mad Hatter case before. Original.

Batman & Robin-Grant Morrison 2012 Two of the Dark Knight's deadliest foes--the Joker and the Black Glove-are waging an all-out war on each other, and Batman and Robin must stop them before they destroy Gotham City.

Elseworlds: Batman Vol. 1-Doug Moench 2016-04-26 For the first time ever, BatmanÕs Elseworlds tales are
featured in a new graphic novel collection. In Elseworlds, heroes are taken from their usual settings and put into
strange times and places-some that have existed, or might have existed; and others that canÕt, couldnÕt or
shouldnÕt exist. The result: stories that make characters who are as familiar as yesterday seem as fresh as
tomorrow. Featuring Batman as a holy priest, Harry Houdini alongside the Dark Knight, Dr. Wayne reanimating a
Frankenstein-like Bat-Man, Batman as a Green Lantern, a supernatural Bat-Man fighting the evil wizard known as
the Dark Joker, a future Robin fighting off an alien invasion, and other tales! Collects BATMAN: HOLY TERROR,
BATMAN: THE BLUE, THE GREY, AND THE BAT, ROBIN 3000 #1-2, BATMAN/DARK JOKER: THE WILD,
BATMAN/HOUDINI: THE DEVILÕS WORKSHOP, BATMAN: CASTLE OF THE BAT, BATMAN: IN DARKEST
KNIGHT and BATMAN: DARK ALLEGIANCES!

Detective Comics-John Layman 2014-07 Author of the critically acclaimed, award-winning Image series Chew
John Layman takes over writing duties on DC Comics' flagship titles DETECTIVE COMICS. The Dark Knight faces
a series of his deadliest enemies, including Poison Ivy, Clayface, and the Penguin, all while dealing with the Joker
and the League of Smiles as part of the events of the best-selling Bat-Family crossover "Death of the Family."
Collects Batman- Detective Comics issues #13-18.

Batman - Legends of the Dark Knight-Paul Jenkins 2014-12 Features tales of the Bat from comics creators and
beyond! These new tales of Batman explore unusual sides of The Dark Knight, including his relationship with
Alfred during his early years as a crimefigher, his method of dealing with super-powered foes, and more.

Batman Beyond Vol. 3: Wired for Death-Dan Jurgens 2017-02-28 When Terry McGinnis died on a mission in
the past, Tim Drake-the former Red Robin-was brought into the future to take up his mantle. Now, mentored by
Commissioner Barbara Gordon, Tim has picked up where Terry left off in this futuristic Gotham CityÉand that
includes bringing TerryÕs little brother, Matt, onto the team. But Tim picked a dangerous time to recruit a young
ally. The electricity-manipulating criminal known as Rewire has been on a crime spree, stealing stronger and
stronger batteries in an attempt to keep himself alive. ThereÕs only one problem: the man who used to wear the
Rewire suit has been found deadÉso whoÕs this new Rewire? As Tim, Barbara and Matt dig deeper into the
mystery, they will expose secrets about BatmanÕs pastÉand set the stage for the next startling evolution of
Batman Beyond! Writer Dan Jurgens (SUPERMAN: LOIS AND CLARK), artist Bernard Chang (GREEN LANTERN
CORPS) and colorist Marcelo Maiolo (GREEN LANTERN CORPS) take the world of the classic Batman Beyond
animated series in a shocking new direction! Collects BATMAN BEYOND #12-16 and a sneak peek of BATMAN
BEYOND: REBIRTH #1.

Batman: The Caped Crusader Vol. 3-Andy Helfer 2019-09-24 This new collection of 1990s Batman stories takes
the Dark Knight behind the Iron Curtain to battle the mysterious Demon. Then, the Penguin exploits a disfigured
genius for his latest evil scheme, but Batman helps turn his tech skills to the side of good. And The Joker goes on a
new killing spree-but is it really the Clown Prince of Crime, or is this a case of a copycat killer? Plus, the Riddler
returns in the three-part story “Dark Knight, Dark City.” Collects Batman #445-454, Detective Comics #615 and
Batman Annual #14.

Batman-Ian Edginton 2012 After a cataclysmic earthquake that destroys Gotham City, Batman and his allies
battle against Bane, the Joker, and the Penguin, who are all trying to bend the devastated city to their will.

Batman: Arkham Knight Vol. 3-Peter J. Tomasi 2016-07-12 The Joker is dead. Arkham City is no more. But as
Batman has learned, evil is endless. And his new enemy, the mysterious, murderous Arkham Knight, is here to see
the Dark Knight fall forever. And he is not alone. The crazed criminal called the Calendar Man is out to make each
day BatmanÕs last. The brutal killer known as Bane wants to prove himself a more powerful warrior than any
Knight. And in the shadows lurks the Scarecrow, whose sinister plans for Gotham City and its guardians are the
most frightening of all. Defeating the Arkham Knight and his army will take every ounce of BatmanÕs skills and
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Batman, Black and White-Doug Alexander 2007 "Batman created by Bob Kane."

Batman: The Dark Knight Detective Vol. 3-Alan Grant 2020-02-18 Batman must confront the evil that he is
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responsible for creating and personal demons that have haunted him since that fateful night in Crime Alley. Plus,
the Dark Knight Detective usually works alone, but the threat of mass murder in the financial district forces him
to team up with a bizarre private eye. Then, movies of death are being filmed in Gotham-and Batman may be the
next star. This and more iconic stories from the late 1980s! Collecting Detective Comics #592-600.

Batman’s team one by one. And their sinister leader, Lady Shiva, has come to reclaim her daughter—or destroy
her. Can even Batman’s arch-enemy Ra’s al Ghul and his League of Assassins stop the onslaught? Or have the
Shadows come to stay? Find out in BATMAN: DETECTIVE COMICS VOL. 3: LEAGUE OF SHADOWS. Collects
DETECTIVE COMICS #950-956.

Batman Vol. 1 (Rebirth)-Tom King 2017-01-17 A part of DC Universe: Rebirth! "I AM GOTHAM" The Caped
Crusader has never been stopped. Not by the Joker. Not by Two-Face. Not even by the entire Justice League. But
now, in the wake of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, Batman must face his most challenging foe ever--a hero who wants
to save Gotham...from the Batman! From one of the biggest breakout writers in years and former CIA analyst,
Tom King (GRAYSON, THE SHERIFF OF BABYLON) and superstar artist David Finch present BATMAN VOL. 1!
Collects BATMAN: REBIRTH #1 and BATMAN #1-6. Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while
continuing to look towards the future. These are the most innovative and modern stories featuring the world's
greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring the past, protecting our
present, and looking towards the future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The
legacy continues.

Batman and Robin Vol. 3: Batman & Robin Must Die!-Grant Morrison 2012-05-08 Grant Morrison's bestselling run on BATMAN & ROBIN continues with this volume collecting issues #13-16 and BATMAN: THE
RETURN #1. On the eve of Bruce Wayne's return to Gotham City, the new Batman and Robin team that battled
crime during his absence must deal with the deadly return of The Joker. Then, Grant Morrison connects BATMAN
& ROBIN with the best-selling THE RETURN OF BRUCE WAYNE for the climactic showdown between Batman
and The Black Glove. And in an epic tale illustrated by acclaimed artist David Finch, learn what happens to Dick
Grayson after the "real" Batman returns.

Batman & Robin Adventures Vol. 3-Ty Templeton 2018-07-24 The adventure continues in this follow-up to the
four-time Emmy Award-winning Batman: The Animated Series! Join Batman and Robin as they fight the deadliest,
craziest villains Gotham City has to offer. The Dynamic Duo takes on the likes of Two-Face, the Riddler, RaÕs al
Ghul and more. Batman & Robin Adventures Vol. 3 collects issues #19-25 and Annual #2, featuring stories
inspired by the animated television series and written by Ty Templeton (Batman Õ66 Meets The Green Hornet),
Hilary J. Bader (The New Batman Adventures), Bo Hampton (Batman: Legends of the Dark Knight), Brandon
Kruse (The Tick), Joe Staton (Green Lantern) and others.

Batman Vol. 8: Cold Days-Tom King 2018-12-25 ÒThis story will be remembered for years to come.Ó
ÑComicosity COLD HEART. The wedding of the century is over. Batman took the long walk down the aisle for
CatwomanÉand now his life has been shaken to its core. COLD FACTS. But this blow is just the beginning. Called
to serve on the jury for the trial of Mr. Freeze, Bruce Wayne finds himself confronted with questions about his
costumed alter egoÕs excessive forceÑleaving him contemplating hanging up the cape and cowl for good. COLD
BLOOD. With Bruce sidelined, Dick GraysonÑBatmanÕs original sidekick and closest friendÑputs aside his
Nightwing role and assumes the mantle of the Dark Knight himself, putting him on the front linesÉand in great
danger. COLD WAR. The Russian assassin called the KGBeast is back, and now this relic of geopolitical warfare is
rampaging through Gotham City with an anonymous puppet master pulling his strings. Facing broken hearts,
broken bodies and an identity crisis like no other, can Bruce and Dick stop a cold war before they catch their
deaths? Critically acclaimed writer Tom King (Mister Miracle) continues his landmark run on one of comicsÕ most
iconic heroes in Batman Vol. 8: Cold Days, featuring stunning work from superstar artists Lee Weeks
(Batman/Elmer Fudd Special), Matt Wagner (Trinity) and Tony S. Daniel (Batman R.I.P.).

Batman and the Justice League Vol. 3-Shiori Teshirogi 2019-10-08 In the next chapter of the manga
adventures of the World’s Greatest Super Heroes, Ocean Master has summoned a massive tidal wave to flood
Gotham City! While Aquaman tries to reason with his brother, Batman is determined to stop him by any means
necessary. Superman soon joins the fray, but the challenge becomes even greater when the mysterious oni known
as Akurou summons a giant snake to engage the heroes. Plus, new villains arrive on the scene-Sinestro, ReverseFlash and Cyborg Superman...and the nexus point of the greatest congestion of ley lines on Earth is revealed to be
directly under the Batcave!

Batman Vol. 7: The Wedding-Tom King 2018-10-30 The day has finally arrived: the nuptials of Bruce Wayne
and Selina Kyle. But their road to wedded bliss won't be easy. With visitors from this time and beyond, the Bat and
the Cat will have to undergo even more trials and tribulations before they walk down the aisle. Written by
generational talent Tom King and featuring art by Mikel Jan’n, BATMAN VOL. 7 features one of the biggest
milestones in DC history! Collects BATMAN #45-50.

Batman Vol. 9: The Tyrant Wing-Tom King 2019-03-26 “The Dark Knight waddles into a turf war with the
Penguin! Still reeling from the attacks on his Bat-Family and reputation, the Caped Crusader looks to track down
the mysterious operator lurking behind the scenes in Gotham City—the Penguin! But the Penguin is on Batman’s
side for once, and the crime boss sees dangerous things on the horizon. How can he convince the Caped Crusader
he’s on the level? Collects Batman #58-60 plus Batman Secret Files #1 and Batman Annual #3.”

Batman by Neal Adams Book Three-Dennis O'Neil 2020-01-14 These 1970s stories feature artist Neal Adams'
collaborations with legendary writer Denny O'Neil and highlights characters from all across the Batman mythos,
along with a team-up between the Dark Knight and his archenemy, The Joker. Collects Neal Adams's Batman
stories from Batman #232, #234, #237, #243-245, #251, #255, Power Records PR-27 and PR-30 and more.

Batman Annual (2016-) #5-James Tynion IV 2020-12-29 The riveting new vigilante known as Clownhunter was
a breakout star of “The Joker War”- but what’s the tragic origin of this teenage assassin? How did his parents die
at the hands of The Joker, and is there a place for him in the evolving Gotham City? Can there be redemption for
the infamous Clownhunter? This epic tale reteams writer James Tynion IV and artist James Stokoe, the storytellers
behind the definitive Clownhunter tale from Batman: The Joker War Zone #1!

Batman - Detective Comics Vol. 3: League of Shadows (Rebirth)-James Tynion IV 2017-10-10 The sweeping
new chapter in writer James Tynion IV’s acclaimed saga—featuring a league of talented artists including Marcio
Takara (THE FLASH) and Christian Duce (BATMAN AND ROBIN ETERNAL)—is here, in BATMAN: DETECTIVE
COMICS VOL. 3: LEAGUE OF SHADOWS. Batwoman, an accomplished crime-fighter who’s overcome the darkest
of betrayals. Clayface, a reformed villain whose potential is eclipsed only by his astonishing powers. New heroes
like Azrael, an avenging angel, and Batwing, whose incredible armor makes him a true dark knight. Led by the
Batman himself, this team of guardians stands ready to protect Gotham City. But the secrets of the team’s most
mysterious member, Cassandra Cain, are about to come to light. And that light will cast a shadow darker than
anything they’ve ever seen before. They thought the League of Shadows was just a rumor—a secret society of
nihilistic killers often whispered about but never seen. But now the League is here, in Gotham. They’re destroying
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Justice League Dark Vol. 1: The Last Age of Magic-James Tynion IV 2019-03-12 After the events of NO
JUSTICE, Wonder Woman guides the misfit team of Justice League Dark against enemies too fantastic for even the
Justice League. Plus, what awful things are coming through the Tree of Wonder? Dark days lie ahead in these
stories from JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK #1-3 and 5-6.

Batman Vol. 4: The War of Jokes and Riddles-Tom King 2017-12-19 Early in Batman’s career, the Joker and
the Riddler would seemingly be natural allies. But each man determined that he and he alone must be the one to
kill the Bat...and either would sooner burn down Gotham than be beaten to the punch line. Untold until now, one
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of the darkest chapters in Batman’s history sees all of Gotham’s villains choosing sides in a battle of wits that soon
turns into a full-blown war—complete with civilian casualties. In the War of Jokes and Riddles, only one side can
claim victory...but the scars it leaves will shape Batman’s future as he makes the most important decision of his
life. From the critically acclaimed, best-selling creative team of Tom King (GRAYSON, The Vision) and Mikel Janin
(JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK), the epic graphic tale BATMAN: THE WAR OF JOKES AND RIDDLES has quickly
embedded itself as one of the great stories in the Dark Knight’s mythology. Collects issues #25-32.

Joker has never wanted to win before, he's never wanted his battle with Batman to end, but now his motivation
has shifted. As The Joker's plan to assemble an army materializes, the only person who can save Batman from the
brink of true madness is Harley Quinn. And while all this is happening, the villains of Gotham City are waiting out
the carnage Joker has unleashed--and Catwoman assembles an army of her own! Collects Batman #95-100.

Batman Vol. 10: Knightmares-Tom King 2019-09-17 There are strange goings-on in the dark alleys of Gotham
City, mysteries that will require a different skill set than the Caped Crusader’s if he’s going to stop the whole city
from succumbing to the darkness. Still reeling from the attacks on his Bat-Family and reputation, the Dark Knight
looks to track down the mysterious operator has been lurking behind the scenes in Gotham. Collects issues
#61-63 and 66-69.

Batman Vol. 5: The Rules of Engagement-Tom King 2018-05-01 When Catwoman accepted BatmanÕs
marriage proposal, she changed more lives than just Bruce WayneÕs and Selina KyleÕs. A union between the
WorldÕs Greatest Detective and one of Gotham CityÕs fiercest criminals is a shakeup that will rattle everyone in
the Dark KnightÕs lifefrom the young vigilantes who make up his surrogate Òfamily,Ó to his legendary friends in
the Justice League, to old demons heÕd long hoped to leave behind. Now Batman and Catwoman are on a quest
for redemptiona mission deep into a forbidden desert fortress to evolve into something better before they say, ÒI
do.Ó Standing in their way isÉwell, everybody, including BatmanÕs lethal exgirlfriend Talia al Ghul. From desert
sands to boardwalk lights, will the Bat and the CatÕs search lead them to happiness at last? Find out in Batman
Vol. 5: Rules of Engagement, a major new chapter in the lives of the Dark Knight and his feline fiancŽe from the
acclaimed creative team of Tom King (Mister Miracle) and Jo‘lle Jones (Supergirl: Being Super), with guest artists
Clay Mann and Lee Weeks! Collects Batman #3337 and the critically acclaimed tale from Batman Annual #2.

Batman- 2012 A reimagining of Batman's beginnings sheds new light on how Bruce Wayne became the Dark
Knight, as he seeks revenge on his parents' killers.

Batman Illustrated by Neal Adams-Neal Adams 2013 Presents a collection of Neal Adams' contributions to the
"Batman" comic book series from 1967 to 1969.

Batman: The Joker War-James Tynion IV 2021-02-09 This is it: The Clown Prince of Crime battles the Dark
Knight Detective head-to-head for the last time. And one way or another, this will be the final chapter of their agelong conflict. The Clown Prince of Crime and the Dark Knight Detective go head-to-head for the last time. The
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